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a b s t r a c t
Freshwater and marine algae can balance nutrient demand and availability by regulating uptake, accumulation and exudation. To obtain insight into these processes under nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P)
limitation, we reanalyze published data from continuous cultures of the chlorophyte Selenastrum minutum. Based on mass budgets, we argue that much of the non-limiting N and P had passed through the
organisms and was present as dissolved organic phosphorus or nitrogen (DOP or DON). We construct a
model that describes the production of biomass and dissolved organic matter (DOM) as a function of the
growth rate. A ﬁt of this model against the chemostat data suggests a high turnover of the non-limiting
N and P: at the highest growth rates, N and P atoms spent on average only about 3 h inside an organism,
before they were exuded as DON and DOP, respectively. This DOM exudation can explain the observed
trends in the algal stoichiometric ratios as a function of the dilution rate. We discuss independent evidence from isotope experiments for this apparently wasteful behavior and we suggest experiments to
quantify and characterize DON and DOP exudation further.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license.
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

1. Introduction
The elemental stoichiometry (C:N:P ratio) of the algae at the
base of aquatic food webs is of fundamental importance for
their functioning, as it impacts the growth rates of zooplankton
(Plath and Boersma, 2001; Boyer et al., 2004; Hessen et al., 2013)
and bacteria (Del Giorgio and Cole, 1998; Lønborg et al., 2011). Although the average C:N:P ratio of organic matter in the ocean is
relatively constant (Redﬁeld, 1934), the elemental stoichiometry of
algae and organic particles varies signiﬁcantly in space and time
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(Donald et al., 2001; Körtzinger et al., 2001; Martiny et al., 2013;
Singh et al., 2015). To capture such variations, we need to understand how the elemental stoichiometry of algae is related to their
growth rate and environment.
Algal stoichiometry ultimately reﬂects the ﬂow of nutrients
through the organisms. It has been known for a long time that
regulation of nutrient uptake and internal allocation of nutrients
are important in this regard (Rhee, 1973; 1974) and these processes have been central in various algal physiological models
(Shuter, 1979; Geider et al., 1998; Pahlow, 2005; Smith and Yamanaka, 2007; Pahlow and Oschlies, 2009). In addition, exudation of dissolved organic matter (DOM) is known to be important
and has been included in several phytoplankton models. In some
of these models, exudation is simply a ﬁxed fraction of the uptake or biomass (Fasham et al., 1990; Vallino, 20 0 0; Anderson and
Pondaven, 2003; Pahlow et al., 2008; Grossowicz et al., 2017a),
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whereas it is related to the internal reserves or nutrient quota in
others (Lorena et al., 2010; Ghyoot et al., 2017; Grossowicz et al.,
2017b; Livanou et al., 2019). Flynn et al. (2008) ﬁtted models based
on both types of formulations to batch culture data on several
algal species (Biddanda and Benner, 1997; Clark, 1998), ﬁnding
that either formulation could describe the data well. Furthermore,
Flynn et al. (2008) estimated that 0–30% of the gross C and N uptake is released as DOM, thus underlining the importance of exudation from a mass-budget perspective.
What could be the combined impact of nutrient uptake regulation, internal allocation, and exudation on algal stoichiometry? To
gain insight into this question, we consider the canonical Elriﬁ and
Turpin (1985) chemostat experiments, in which the C:N:P ratios
of the green alga Selenastrum minutum were measured under severe N and P limitation for a large range of dilution rates. The
Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) experiments provided one of the most
comprehensive studies of cellular N and P responses to steadystate nutrient limitation, but have proven diﬃcult to model and
interpret. According to the Growth Rate Hypothesis (GRH), the P
content of algae and other organisms should increase with increasing growth rate, because maintaining high growth rates requires a high complement of P-rich ribosomes (Elser et al., 1996;
Sterner and Elser, 2002; Vrede et al., 2004; Moody et al., 2017).
However, the N:P ratio under N limitation decreases with increasing growth rate: exactly the opposite of would be expected from
the GRH (Flynn et al., 2010). Such breakdowns of the GRH can occur, if ribosomal RNA accounts for only a small fraction of the total P quota of phytoplankton (Moreno and Martiny, 2018). Under
N limitation and P oversupply, much P may accumulate into intracellular pools other than RNA or DNA, such as polyphosphates.
Thus, the dynamics of non-limiting nutrients likely need to be represented in a model to reproduce and understand the Elriﬁ and
Turpin (1985) measurements. This is in contrast with the classical Droop (1968) model commonly used to interpret algal stoichiometric data, which considers the relationship between the limiting
nutrient quota and the growth rate of the organisms (Flynn, 2008).
Here, we revisit the Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) dataset with a
combination of mass budgets and chemostat modeling, interpreting a fast, growth-rate dependent ﬂux of non-limiting N or P and
then discuss the implications. Using the mass budgets (Section 2),
we argue that a signiﬁcant fraction of the non-limiting N and P
may have been in DON and DOP in these experiments. Therefore,
our model formulation (Section 3) includes exudation of N and
P, as well as uptake regulation and allocation of N and P to protein and RNA. Previously, the Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) data have
been ﬁt with models using two different approaches (Flynn, 2008;
Bougaran et al., 2010). The Flynn (2008) model used auxiliary variables, such as the P:C ratio at which P transport is repressed
(PCrep ). For a good ﬁt to the N-limited chemostat measurements,
this variable needed to have a parabolic dependence on the N:C
ratio of the organisms. That is, as the N:C ratio became higher,
PCrep ﬁrst increased and then decreased, without a clear biochemical underpinning. Bougaran et al. (2010) did not include such auxiliary variables and focused on uptake regulation mechanisms. In
this model, N uptake was regulated by both the N and the P quota,
because N uptake requires ATP and cofactors containing P. By contrast, P uptake was regulated by the P quota alone and not by
the N quota, which seems consistent with observations (Karl, 2014;
Lin et al., 2016). However, the Bougaran et al. (2010) model did not
achieve as good a ﬁt as the Flynn (2008) model, in particular under N limitation. Thus, it appears that the inclusion of uptake regulation mechanisms is not suﬃcient to model the N:P trends observed by Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985). In our model, we represent not
only uptake regulation but also exudation, a process that is known
to occur, which neither Flynn (2008) nor Bougaran et al. (2010) included. This allows us to ﬁt the data using fewer parameters than

either Flynn (2008) or Bougaran et al. (2010). In Section 4, we use
our model to estimate uptake and exudation rates of N and P for
the Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) experiments. These estimated rates are
high and increase with increasing growth rate. The parameter estimate suggests that at the highest growth rates, N and P atoms
spend on average only a few hours inside the organisms before
they are exuded. Finally, we discuss various lines of empirical evidence pertaining to exudation and turnover of N and P among phytoplankton and we discuss possible reasons for a high exudation
(Section 5).
2. Mass budgets
In this section, we ﬁrst provide a brief summary of the
Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) measurements, after which we perform
mass-budget calculations based on these measurements. We use
the inferences from these mass budgets to inform the structure of
our model describing the cycling of N and P between the medium
and the organisms (Section 3).
Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) performed chemostat measurements
on the chlorophyte Selenastrum minutum under N and P limitation. In such experiments, input medium containing known concentrations of nutrients is added at a certain rate, while the culture containing organisms and residual nutrients is diluted out at
the same rate. Since the culture is at steady state, the growth rate
of the organisms equals the dilution rate. In other words, both
the nutrient supply (and therefore the severity of nutrient limitation) and the growth rate of the organisms are controlled by
the dilution rate. One problem in various chemostat experiments
has been that the algal cells tend to take up all the non-limiting
N or P as luxury consumption (e.g., Rhee, 1978; Healey, 1985;
Terry et al., 1985). Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) avoided this by using input medium with extremely high and extremely low N:P ratios: 2 mM KNO3 and 10 μM Na2 HPO4 , i.e., an N:P ratio of 200:1
(P limitation) and 100 μM KNO3 and 100 μM Na2 HPO4 , i.e., an
N:P ratio of 1:1 (N limitation). The algae were unable to deplete
the non-limiting nutrient, because it was simply too overabundant. Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) measured particulate C, N, and P, total chlorophyll, and residual nitrate and phosphate in the outﬂow
medium.
The mass budgets are illustrated in Fig. 1. At all dilution rates,
Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) found residual non-limiting nutrient concentrations in the range of 40–60 μM for phosphate or 1.25–
1.50 mM for nitrate. These measurements were well above the
detection limit of the relevant assays (Elriﬁ and Turpin, personal
communication). In the N-limited experiments, the N:P ratio of the
particulate organic matter was ~2 at low dilution rates, increasing
to ~10 at the highest dilution rates. Assuming that all the 100 μM
N in the input medium was converted into biomass, this means
that P in biomass amounted to ~50 μM at low dilution rates and
~10 μM at the highest dilution rates. Since the total amount of P
equaled 100 μM, the residual phosphate (40–60 μM) and biomass
P (~50 μM) can together account for all the P at low dilution rates.
However, there emerges a gap in the mass budget at high dilution
rates: the residual phosphate (40–60 μM) and biomass P (~10 μM)
add up to only 50–70 μM, which implies that 30–50 μM P is unaccounted for. Similarly, there is a gap in the N budget at high
dilution rates under P limitation. Assuming that all the limiting
P was in biomass, the amount of non-limiting N in biomass was
~0.15 mM at the highest dilution rates, because the N:P ratio of
the particulate organic matter was around 15 and the P in the input medium was 0.01 mM. This means that the biomass N and nitrate add up to 1.40–1.65 mM. Since the input medium contained
2.0 mM N, 0.35–0.60 mM N is not accounted for.
How could the gaps in the budgets of non-limiting N and P be
explained? It is common for especially P in particular to disap-
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deﬁned operationally as DOM (Koistinen et al., 2020), even if they
are not necessarily organic molecules (e.g., polyphosphate is DOP
according to this operational deﬁnition).
Assuming that the missing N and P was in DOM, further inferences can be made. Firstly, the DOM exudation must have increased with increasing growth rate, because the DOM concentration increased with increasing growth rate. A DOM exudation rate
independent of the growth rate would have led to a DOM concentration that decreased with increasing growth/dilution rate, as the
DOM was lost from the chemostat faster at higher dilution. Secondly, the uptake rates of the non-limiting nutrients must have
been higher at high dilution rates than at low dilution rates. Without such a variation in the uptake rates, the concentration of residual non-limiting nitrate and phosphate would have increased with
increasing dilution rate, because the supply rate of nutrients is also
higher at higher dilution rates. Probably, this variation in the uptake of the non-limiting nutrients is due to downregulation at the
low dilution rates because of the very high internal quota of these
nutrients.
3. Model

Fig. 1. The P budget under N limitation (a) and the N budget under P limitation
(b). The P (a) and N (b) above the dashed line are accounted for by the residual
phosphate (a) and nitrate (b); the P (a) and N (b) underneath the data points are
accounted for by POM, under the assumption that all the limiting N (a) and limiting
P (b) are in POM. The gap between the data points and the dashed line at the higher
dilution rates may then be accounted for by DOM.

pear from microalgae growth media when precipitates form during preparation. However, this depends (among other things) on
the major cations used in the experiments, which were Na+ and
K+ (Elriﬁ and Turpin, 1985). Na2 HPO4 and K2 HPO4 are highly soluble in water, up to 0.5 M and 3.5 M, respectively (Eysseltova and
Dirkse, 1988): about 4 orders of magnitude higher than the concentrations used. Moreover, P precipitation during preparation
would have led to a gap in the P budget at all growth rates. As
can be seen in Fig. 1a, there is only a signiﬁcant gap in the P budget at growth rates over 1 per day and there is no budget gap at
low growth rates. Budget gaps could also be caused by measurement errors, but it is again unclear why such budget gaps would
systematically increase with increasing growth rate of the organisms. This suggests that the cause of the budget gaps was in the
culture. In other words, some of the non-limiting P/N that was
added would have been converted in the culture into forms that
were neither inorganic P/N nor particulate P/N. Such forms can be

Early models for algal physiology and stoichiometry focused on
the role of the internal quota of a single nutrient (Droop, 1968;
Caperon and Meyer, 1972), an approach that was later expanded to
multiple nutrients (Legovic and Cruzado, 1997; Klausmeier et al.,
2004). More recently, there has been emphasis on nutrient uptake
regulation (Pahlow, 2005; Smith and Yamanaka, 2007) and the internal allocation of nutrients to various functional macromolecular pools (Smith and Yamanaka, 2007; Pahlow and Oschlies, 2009).
The Flynn (2008) and Bougaran et al. (2010) models, which were
used to interpret the Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) experiments, also
had a strong focus on the regulation of nutrient uptake and transport. Relatively little attention has been paid to exudation, although models may provide a more accurate description of cellular growth if this process is explicitly included (Kooijman, 2010;
Grossowicz et al., 2017a). In fact, the mass budgets in the previous section indicate that in the Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) experiments, a large fraction of the non-limiting N and P taken up by
the organisms was exuded as DON and DOP. Therefore, both uptake
regulation and exudation are represented in our chemostat model.
Furthermore, the model includes the generally observed increase
in the RNA:protein ratio with increasing growth rate (Scott et al.,
2010).
Our model (schematic in Fig. 2, with parameters and variables
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively) includes N and P in the medium
(Nmed and Pmed ), C, N and P in living biomass (Cbio , Nbio , and Pbio ),
divided into pools of functional RNA and protein (NRNA and Nprot ,
in N units), and C, N, and P reserves (Cres , Nres , and Pres ). The
reason for this division is that the rates of nutrient uptake and
biomass production are determined by the functional pools, while
the reserve pools likely play a key role in determining the overall C:N:P ratios of the organisms. Furthermore, we assume that
the nutrient uptake rate is proportional to the amount of protein.
With inﬂow N and P concentrations Nin and Pin and chemostat dilution rate d, we have the following dynamic equations for Nmed
and Pmed :

dNmed
= d (Nin − Nmed ) − VN Nprot
dt

(1)

dPmed
= d (Pin − Pmed ) − VP Nprot
dt

(2)

The uptake rates of both N and P follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics; uptake regulation is included through a linearized version
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Table 1
Description of the parameters with associated units and ﬁrst-guess and posterior values; wherever the posteriors have no error estimates,
the parameter has been held constant. The uncertainty measure is one standard deviation.
Symbol

Description

Initial guess

Posterior

Units

Pm,C
Vm,N
Vm,P
KC,i
KN,i
KP,i
yEx,N,0
aN
yEx,P,0
aP
b0
b1
r0
r1
RC:N(DON)
RC:P(DOP)
RN:P(RNA)

Maximum gross photosynthesis rate
Maximum N uptake rate
Maximum P uptake rate
Photosynthesis inhibition saturation constant
N uptake inhibition saturation constant
P uptake inhibition saturation constant
N excretion fraction at μ = 0
Increase in N excretion fraction with increasing μ
P excretion fraction at μ = 0
Increase in P excretion fraction with increasing μ
RNA:protein at μ = 0
Increase in RNA:protein with increasing μ
Maintenance respiration
Respiration cost of growth
C:N ratio of DON
C:P ratio of DOP
N:P ratio of RNA

20
10
5
2
2
2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.3
2
2
3.75

33.2 ± 1.3
8.6 ± 0.4
1.31±0.04
15.6 ± 0.2
1.437±0.014
0.540±0.010
0.0002±0.0012
0.467±0.007
0.00001±0.00016
0.515±0.003
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.3
3.1 ± 0.4
6.6 ± 0.9
3.75

mol C/N-mol protein per day
mol N/N-mol protein per day
mol P/N-mol protein per day
mol C/mol N
–
mol P/mol N
–
days
–
days
N-mol RNA/N-mol protein
N-mol RNA/N-mol protein days
per day
–
mol C/mol N
mol C/mol P
mol N/mol P

Protein
RNA
DON
DOP
Exudation

Exudation

Nres
Pres
Cres
Uptake

Uptake

Nmed

Pmed
Photosynthesis

Fig. 2. A schematic depiction of the model with the different compartments: DIN and DIP in the medium (Nmed and Pmed ), protein (Nprot ), RNA (NRNA /PRNA ), N and P reserves
(Nres and Pres ), DON, DOP. Nprot , NRNA , and Nres together form Nbio ; PRNA and Pres together form Pbio . The colors indicate the different elements: green for C, yellow for N, blue
for P. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

of the Rhee (1973) uptake regulation formulation:

Vm,N Nmed
1
VN =
KN + Nmed 1 + QN,i
KN,i
Vm,N Nmed
≈
KN + Nmed
VP =



QN,i
1−
KN,i

Vm,P Pmed
1
KP + Pmed 1 + QP,i
KP,i

Vm,P Pmed
≈
KP + Pmed



QP,i
1−
KP,i


(3)


(4)

with KN and KP half-saturation constants for the uptake of N and P,
respectively, and Vm,N and Vm,P respective maximum uptake rates
for N and P. QN,i and QP,i are the total N and P inside the organisms, normalized by the amount of N in functional biomass: QN,i
≡ Nbio /(Nprot +NRNA ), QP,i ≡ Pbio /(Nprot +NRNA ), whereas KN,i and KP,i
are coeﬃcients determining the uptake inhibition (Rhee, 1973). Our

linearized Eqs. (3) and (4) are analogous to the formulation for P
uptake regulation used by Bougaran et al. (2010). In contrast with
Bougaran et al. (2010), the formulation for uptake regulation is
qualitatively the same for N and P. We are making this choice, because using the same formulation for N and P is the simplest and
most parsimonious approach. Moreover, the residual non-limiting
inorganic nutrient concentration is approximately constant across
all dilution rates under both N and P limitation in the Elriﬁ and
Turpin (1985) experiments, suggesting that uptake regulation operates in a similar fashion for both nutrients.
The N and P taken up are assimilated into biomass with yield
factors yN and yP :

dNbio
= yNVN Nprot − dNbio
dt

(5)

dPbio
= yP VP Nprot − dPbio
dt

(6)

The remaining fractions yEx,N ≡ 1-yN and yEx,P ≡ 1-yP are released as DON and DOP, essentially the same formulation as in the
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entirely in the functional components (protein+RNA for N, RNA for
P). The RNA:protein ratio increases with the growth rate (consistent with the GRH), according to an empirical relationship:

Table 2
Description of the variables with associated units.
Symbol

Description

Units

Nmed
Pmed
Cres
Nres
Pres
CRNA
NRNA
PRNA
Cprot
Nprot
Cbio
Nbio
Pbio
d

N in medium
P in medium
C in storage
N in storage
P in storage
C in RNA
N in RNA
P in RNA
C in protein
N in protein
C in biomass
N in biomass
P in biomass
Dilution rate

mM N
μM P
μM C
μM N
μM P
μM C
μM N
μM P
μM C
μM N
μM C
μM N
μM P
per day

5

NRNA
= b0 + b1 μ
Nprot

(12)

with aN ≡ d(yEx,N )/dμ, aP ≡ d(yEx,P )/dμ constants.
The dynamics of biomass C (Cbio ) are determined by the balance
of gross photosynthesis (PC ), respiration (rC ), C exudation (exC ),
the costs of DON production due to the required NO3 − reduction
(coDON ), and dilution:

We take b0 equal to 0.06 N-mol RNA/N-mol protein and b1
equal to 0.08 N-mol RNA/N-mol protein days, based on observations on the protist Euglena gracilis (Cook, 1963); similar relationships exist for various other microorganisms (Figure S1 in
Scott et al., 2010). We take the N:P ratio of RNA (RN:P(RNA) ) equal
to 3.75, because the nucleobases of RNA have on average 3.75 N
atoms: adenine and guanine each have 5, cytosine has 3, and uracil
has 2 N atoms.
As described in detail in Appendix A, these equations give
rise to expressions for the stoichiometric ratios under N and
P limitation and the residual non-limiting nitrate and phosphate in the medium, which are then ﬁtted against the chemostat data. The parameter estimation is performed using a
Metropolis et al. (1953) procedure, as described in Appendix B and
discussed in Omta et al. (2017). For our parameter estimation, we
use not only the reported algal stoichiometric ratios (C:N, C:P, N:P),
but also their inverses (N:C, P:C, P:N) to prevent the data points
with high C or N from dominating the ﬁt. Based on a visual inspection of the data, we assume uncertainties for the N-limited measurements of 0.4 mol C/mol N, 0.003 mol N/mol C, 3 mol C/mol P,
0.0015 mol P/mol C, 0.5 mol N/mol P, 0.05 mol P/mol N, and 5 μM
respectively for the C:N, N:C, C:P, P:C, N:P, P:N ratios, and residual phosphate, and for the P-limited measurements 0.4 mol C/mol
N, 0.01 mol N/mol C, 25 mol C/mol P, 0.001 mol P/mol C, 4 mol
N/mol P, 0.003 mol P/mol N, and 62.5 μM respectively for the C:N,
N:C, C:P, P:C, N:P, P:N ratios, and residual nitrate.

dCbio
= PC − rC − exC − coDON − dCbio
dt

4. Results

classical Fasham et al. (1990) model. Furthermore, mass budgets
(Fig. 1) suggest that the exuded fractions increase with increasing
growth rate (μ). As a ﬁrst-order approximation, we assume that
this increase is linear:

yEx,N = yEx,N,0 + aN μ

(7)

yEx,P = yEx,P,0 + aP μ

(8)

(9)

We assume that photosynthesis is proportional to the amount
of protein and is regulated by the C quota of the organisms in a
manner analogous to how the uptake of N and P is regulated by
the N and P quota:

PC =

Pm,C Nprot
1+

QC,i
KC,i



≈ Pm,C Nprot

QC,i
1−
KC,i



(10)

with QC,i ≡ Cbio /(Nprot +NRNA ). We do not account for variations in
the light intensity, since the light intensity was constant in the
Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) experiments. We use an empirical formula
for respiration, taking account of both maintenance and growth
respiration:

rC = (r0 + r1 μ )Cbio

(11)

Geider and Osborne (1989) compiled values for the maintenance respiration and growth respiration parameters for various algal species. Here, we will use average values from this compilation,
taking r0 equal to 0.1 per day and r1 equal to 0.3.
We take exC = RC:N(DON) (1-yN )VN Nprot +RC:P(DOP) (1-yP )VP Nprot ,
with RC:N(DON) the C:N ratio of the exudate under P limitation and
RC:P(DOP) the C:P ratio of the exudate under N limitation. Furthermore, we take coDON = 2(1-yN )VN Nprot : we assume that producing
1 mol of dissolved organic N from nitrate costs (the equivalent of)
2 mol C. The reason for this assumption is that the energetic costs
of the conversion of nitrate into biomass N are ~12 mol ATP/(mol
N) (Raven, 1984; Pahlow, 2005), while aerobic glucose oxidation
produces ~6 mol ATP/(mol C) (Rich, 2003). Together, this gives an
estimate for the respiratory costs of protein synthesis of ~2 mol
C/mol N.
To calculate the division between the different macromolecular
pools within the biomass, we assume that the limiting nutrient is

The ﬁts are shown in Fig. 3. The purple model curves are composed of 500 randomly drawn simulations with parameter sets accepted by the Metropolis algorithm. As a result, the widths of the
composite purple curves reﬂect the uncertainties in the ﬁts. Twelve
parameters are estimated: the maximum photosynthesis rate Pm,C ,
the maximum N and P uptake rates Vm,N and Vm,P , the inhibition
coeﬃcients KC,i , KN,i , and KP,i , the exudation parameters yEx,N, 0 , aN ,
yEx,P, 0 , and aP , the C:N ratio of DON RC:N(DON) , and the C:P ratio of
DOP RC:P(DOP) . The means and standard deviations of the posterior
parameter distributions are listed in Table 1; as an example, one
posterior parameter distribution (of Vm,P ) is plotted in Fig. 4. The
estimated maximum N and P uptake rates (8.6 ± 0.4 mol N/N-mol
protein per day and 1.31±0.04 mol P/N-mol protein per day, respectively) are lower than the maximum uptake rates for Selenastrum minutum measured in pulse experiments: ~12 mol N/N-mol
protein per day for N (Weger et al., 1988) and ~3 mol P/N-mol protein per day for P (Gauthier and Turpin, 1997). Possibly, the organisms in the pulse experiments were hoarding N and P temporarily,
whereas the populations in the Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) continuous
culture experiments were at steady state. For the other estimated
parameters (e.g., DOM production), no such direct comparison can
be made with measured values, but we will discuss evidence pertaining to DOM production on a more general level in Section 5.
Our chemostat model captures key trends observed by Elriﬁ and
Turpin (1985). Consistent with the data, the C:N ratio decreases
and the C:P and N:P ratios increase with increasing dilution under N limitation (Fig. 3a, c, e), the C:N, C:P, and N:P ratios all decrease with increasing dilution under P limitation (Fig. 3b, d, f),
and the concentration of the non-limiting residual phosphate is approximately constant (Fig. 3g). The non-limiting residual nitrate increases slightly and reaches a plateau (Fig. 3h), but remains mostly
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within the 1.25–1.5 mM measured by Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985). The
parameter estimate indicates that the fraction of the non-limiting
N and P taken up that is exuded as DON and DOP increases from
about 10% at the lowest growth rates up to 80% at the highest
growth rates. Essentially, such a high exudation is needed to be
consistent with the mass budgets. At the highest growth rates,
more non-limiting N and P is in DOM than in living biomass (see
Fig. 1), implying that most of the non-limiting nutrients taken up
must be converted into DOM. Furthermore, we have estimated elemental turnover rates by dividing the amount of C, N, and P in
biomass by the exudation rates of each of these elements. These
estimates indicate that at the highest growth rates, non-limiting N
and P atoms spent on average about 3 h inside an organism before
being exuded. By comparison, the turnover of C estimated by our
model is relatively slow: at the highest growth rates, C atoms spent
on average about 1 day (N limitation) or about 6 h (P limitation)
inside an organism before being exuded.
5. Discussion

Fig. 3. (a,b,c,d,e,f) Model ﬁts (purple lines) and chemostat measurements (green
crosses) on Selenastrum minutum (Elriﬁ and Turpin, 1985): N:P under N (a) and P
limitation (b); C:P under N (c) and P limitation (d); C:N under N (e) and P limitation (f). (g,h) Model ﬁts (purple lines) and measured boundaries (dashed black
lines) of phosphate under N limitation (g) and nitrate under P limitation (h). Each
of the purple model curves is composed of 250 randomly drawn simulations with
parameter sets accepted by the Metropolis algorithm. The widths of the composite
lines reﬂect the uncertainties in the ﬁts, according to the algorithm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Algae can manage the ﬂow of nutrients such as N and P in various ways. To examine the potential roles of nutrient uptake regulation, internal allocation, and exudation, we have reanalyzed the
Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) measurements on the chlorophyte Selenastrum minutum in continuous culture. We inferred that there were
gaps in the mass budgets of the non-limiting N and P. Mass budget gaps could be caused by precipitation during preparation of the
growth medium or by measurement errors, but such gaps would
likely have been independent of the algal growth rate. The fact
that the mass budget gaps systematically increase with increasing
algal growth rate suggests to us that the cause of the budget gaps
must be sought in the algal culture. A possible explanation is then
that the algae converted a large fraction of the non-limiting N and
P into DON and DOP, in particular at the highest growth rates. A
formal parameter estimate using a plankton model then suggested
that DOM exudation played a key role in determining the N:P ratios. That is, the exudation was lowest at low growth rates, leading
to a large accumulation of non-limiting N and P. At higher growth
rates, exudation was higher, leading to lower N:P ratios under P
limitation and higher N:P ratios under N limitation. In the following, we will ﬁrst discuss issues related to the interpretation of our
mass budgets (Section 5.1). Subsequently, we will address existing empirical evidence pertaining to exudation and turnover of N
and P, as well as possible future experiments to test our inferences
(Section 5.2). Finally, we will focus on why organisms may exude
DOM at high rates (Section 5.3).
5.1. Interpretation of the mass budgets

Fig. 4. An example of a posterior parameter distribution (Vm,P ).

Our mass budgets rely on a comparison between the inorganic
N and P in the input medium on one hand and the particulate N
and P and the residual inorganic N and P on the other hand. This
may not be entirely accurate for P, since the inorganic P concentration in the completed media can be overestimated when using
standard measurement procedures (Benitez-Nelson, 20 0 0). Thus,
the P budget gap may have been larger than we estimated. In
that case, both the DOP concentration and the DOP production rate
would have been even higher than we inferred.
Which N- and P-rich molecules would the organisms have accumulated at low dilution rates and exuded at higher dilution rates
in the Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) experiments? One indication is provided by the N-limited N:P ratios at low dilution rates. These ratios
were so low (around 2) that much P must have been in molecules
that do not contain N, such as polyphosphates. Indeed, it has been
observed that a large portion of phytoplankton cellular P is allocated to polyphosphates (Rhee 1973; Powell et al., 2011), even in
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oceanic environments where P is very scarce (Orchard et al., 2010;
Martin et al., 2014; Diaz et al., 2016). Moreover, the green alga
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has been observed to release polyphosphates into its extracellular matrix (Werner et al., 2007). NMR
measurements on the DOP produced by the diatom Thalassiosira
pseudonana (Saad et al., 2016) have suggested that most of the
DOP consisted of phosphate esters. Apart from phosphate esters,
exudation of phosphonates and phosphites (Van Mooy et al., 2015)
and nucleic acids (Biller et al., 2014) has been found, depending on the phytoplankton species. The molecular composition of
DON exuded by phytoplankton seems less variable, with much being in the form of amino acids (Hammer and Brockmann, 1983;
Admiraal et al., 1986; Myklestad et al., 1989), although exudation in the form of ammonium (Bergman, 1984) and nucleic acids
(Biller et al., 2014) has also been observed. That said, it is questionable whether the molecular composition of the DOM released
in the Elriﬁ & Turpin (1985) experiments would have been similar to what has been observed in these other studies. That is,
the Elriﬁ and Turpin, 1985 experiments were performed under
rather extreme input medium N:P ratios equal to 1:1 (N limitation) and 200:1 (P limitation). Thus, the organisms received a large
excess of N (P limitation) and P (N limitation) with nowhere to
put it, which may have led to exudation of DOM with low C:N
(P limitation) and C:P (N limitation). Indeed, our parameter estimates indicate low DOM C:N and C:P ratios of 3.1 ± 0.4 and
6.6 ± 0.9, respectively (see Table 1). As a corollary, the inferred
high rates of DON and DOP production might occur only when
there is a large overabundance of N or P. Such overabundance is
uncommon in the natural environment, although inorganic N:P ratios varying between values as low as 0.2 and as high as 260
have been recorded in eutrophic lakes (Barica, 1990). Even so, fast
turnover of P has been observed in various natural ecosystems. P
turnover times in lakes vary between 1 min and 1 week, depending on the trophic state and the season (Rigler, 1964; Halmann and
Stiller, 1974; Peters and MacIntyre, 1976; Boulion, 2012). Turnover
times in the open ocean are on the order of 1–10 days (BenitezNelson and Buesseler, 1999; Björkman et al., 20 0 0; Nausch and
Nausch, 2006; Nowlin et al., 2007; Paytan and McLaughlin, 2007;
Sohm and Capone, 2010; Björkman et al., 2012), signiﬁcantly longer
than the few hours that we estimated. However, the open-ocean
measurements may in many cases reﬂect the turnover through the
entire microbial loop, rather than the residence time within one
organism.

the subtropical North Paciﬁc is released as dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP). Björkman and Karl (2003) then estimated that the
microbial community in the North Paciﬁc subtropical gyre derives
~50% of its P from DOP. In mesocosm experiments, P enrichment
led to a high DOP production, with most of the added inorganic P
having been converted into DOP within 3–5 days (Ruttenberg and
Dyhrman, 2012). Even so, the actual mechanisms behind DOP production and the speciﬁc contribution from excretion by phytoplankton remain elusive (Karl and Björkman, 2015). Further evidence regarding exudation rates may be collected through batch
culture studies, in which the accumulation of N- and P-rich compounds is monitored. Apart from being an empirical test for our inferred rapid N and P exudation, such measurements could provide
insight into the key physiological processes. A different starting
point for more detailed investigations may be pulse-and-chase isotope measurements. However, exudation rates may be underestimated in such experiments due to re-uptake of exuded DOM, since
many phytoplankton species produce DON and DOP hydrolysis enzymes, e.g., amine oxidases (Palenik and Morel, 1991; Pantoja and
Lee, 1994) and alkaline phosphatase (Litchman and Nguyen, 2008;
Ranhofer et al., 2009; Dyhrman, 2016; Li et al., 2016).
Our parameter estimate suggests that there was signiﬁcant exudation of C, in addition to N and P exudation. Furthermore, the
production of large amounts of DON under P limitation would
have implied the reduction of large amounts of NO3 − . Was the
light intensity in the experiments (100 μE/(m2 s)) suﬃcient to sustain the estimated rates of organic matter production? To investigate this, we calculated the required gross photosynthesis rates
(see Appendix C). This required gross photosynthesis turned out
to be highest at high growth rates under P limitation, reaching
about 0.5 mol C/(g Chl hr). Similar, and even higher, C ﬁxation
rates have been observed in cultures under 100 μE/(m2 s) (e.g.,
Platt et al., 1980; Harding et al., 1982; Felcmanová et al., 2017),
as well as in the natural environment (Laws et al., 2016). Note that
the gross photosynthesis is actually higher than these measured
C ﬁxation rates, which do not include respiration. In addition, the
maximum photosynthesis rates predicted by the model are within
the expected range based on the turnover number of Rubisco (see
detailed calculation in Appendix C). Thus, empirical evidence suggests that the gross photosynthesis required to sustain the organic
matter production rates is not implausible.

5.2. Empirical evidence

From an ecological perspective, there may be beneﬁts to exudation due to mutualisms and competition. For example, BermanFrank and Dubinsky (1999) suggested that phytoplankton could
beneﬁt from exuding DOC because of mutualistic relationships
with bacteria. It has been suggested that the cyanobacterium Trichodesmium exudes P-rich compounds for this reason (Van Mooy
et al., 2015). Furthermore, the bacterium Azospirillum brasilense has
been shown to enhance polyphosphate exudation by the green alga
Chlorella vulgaris (Meza et al., 2015). In many cases, the costs of
producing and exuding compounds that beneﬁt a mutualist appear negligible (Pacheco et al., 2019). Alternatively, organisms may
rapidly take up non-limiting P to deprive competitors of this resource; the purpose of the DOP release is then simply to get rid
of the excess P. This could be a viable strategy, because much
of the DOP released by phytoplankton is refractory: for example,
phosphonates, organophosphates, and organophosphites are not
degraded by phosphatases. It is more diﬃcult to see how such a
strategy could work in the case of N, since phytoplankton exude N
mostly in labile forms (amino acids, ammonium, nucleic acids).
Taking a more physiological perspective, the origin of the inferred increase in DOM production with increasing growth rate
may be that a faster metabolism produces more waste. However,

Is there independent evidence that algae excrete large amounts
of DON and DOP? A survey of various culture studies indicated
that phytoplankton release on average ~20% of their gross N uptake as DON (Sipler and Bronk, 2015), with the exact fraction depending on various factors such as the nutritional state of the organisms (Bronk, 1999; Nagao and Miyazaki, 2002). It appears that
phytoplankton exudes DON mainly in the form of amino acids
(Sipler and Bronk, 2015). Experiments using radiolabeled P suggest
high rates of rapid P uptake and excretion for various organisms.
Maximum P uptake rates more than 100-fold greater than what
would be required stoichiometrically for growth were found for
the chlorophyte Dunaliella salina (Grant et al., 2013) and for the
diatom Thalassiosira weissﬂogii (Laws et al., 2013). Exudation measurements have indicated a fast P release on a timescale of minutes, followed by a slower release on timescales of hours to days
for both the ciliate Strombidium viride (Taylor and Lean, 1981) and
the green alga Scenedesmus quadricauda (Jansson, 1993). Dissolved
organic phosphorus (DOP) production coupled with P uptake has
been documented in a variety of natural ecosystems. For example,
Björkman et al. (20 0 0) observed that 10–40% of the net P uptake in

5.3. Why would organisms exude N and P at high rates?
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it could also indicate a shift to different metabolic pathways. For
example, bacteria and yeast have been observed to shift from
an oxidative metabolism at low growth rates to a fermentative
(“overﬂow”) metabolism at high growth rates, even in the presence of suﬃcient oxygen (Rieger et al., 1983; Sonnleitner and Kappeli, 1986; Majewski and Domach, 1990; Szenk et al., 2017). This
shift then leads to an increase in exudation of acetate and ethanol,
as well as a decreasing biomass yield per amount of substrate.
It has been argued that this shift occurs, because the costs of
synthesizing the required enzymes become more important than
the metabolic eﬃciency of the pathway at high substrate concentrations (Molenaar et al., 2009). Indeed, the costs of synthesizing the required proteins have been shown to be higher for respiration than for fermentation (Basan et al., 2015). Could similar
metabolic shifts be responsible for the increase in DON and DOP
exudation with increasing growth rate inferred from the Elriﬁ and
Turpin (1985) measurements? The generality and speciﬁcs of this
question, brought forth by the analysis presented here, could be
addressed through dedicated experiments and modeling efforts.
Particularly helpful may be chemostat experiments on phytoplankton, in which the molecular composition of the exuded DON and
DOP is analyzed at different growth rates. Subsequently, the possible metabolic origins of changes in the exuded molecules may be
investigated using Flux Balance Analysis (Orth et al., 2010).

uptake can be approximated as:


VN ≈ Vm,N

This study did not generate any new data, as it used published
chemostat measurements (Elriﬁ and Turpin, 1985). The FORTRAN
code and the data that were used are available through https://
github.com/AWO-code/ElriﬁTurpin1985.
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To obtain an expression for Cbio , we set the time derivative in
Eq. (9) equal to 0:

PC − rC − exC − coDON − dCbio = 0
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where we assumed that there is exudation of DON but not of
DOP under P limitation, i.e., exC = RC:N(DON) (1-yN )VN Nprot . Using
Eqs. (A.5), (A.8), and Pbio = Pin , we calculate the C:N, C:P, and N:P
ratios of the organisms, which are then ﬁtted against the Elriﬁ and
Turpin (1985) data.
To get an expression for Nmed , we set the time derivative equal
to 0 in Eq. (1):



Nmed
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≈ Nin − Vm,N 1 −
d
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We assume that all the P is in RNA: PRNA = Pbio = Pin .
Eq. (12) then gives:

(A.1)

with RN:P(RNA) the N:P ratio of RNA. Nmed is very high (1.25–
1.5 mM) under P limitation, which means that Eq. (3) for the N

(A.9)

A.2. N limitation
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NRNA
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=
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Nin
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RNA:
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Pmed is very high (40–60 μM) under N limitation which means
that Eq. (4) for the N uptake can be approximated as:



VP ≈ Vm,P

A.1. P limitation



Pm,C − RC:N (DON) +2 (1−yN )VN Nprot

We assume that all N is in protein
+NRNA = Nbio = Nin , giving with Eq. (12):

We solve the steady-state equations directly by setting the time
derivatives equal to 0, as is commonly done in Metabolic Flux
Models (Varma and Palsson, 1994) and we set the growth rate μ
equal to the dilution rate d. Below, we make approximations based
on which nutrient is limiting.

(A.2)
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Appendix A. Chemostat at steady state

RN:P (RNA) Pin
NRNA
=
b0 + b1 d
b0 + b1 d

= Vm,N 1 −

Combining (A.2) and (A.3) then gives:

Cbio =

Nprot =


Nbio

yNVN N prot − dNbio = 0
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Setting the time derivative in Eq. (6) equal to 0:
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Combining (A.11) and (A.12) gives:
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and therefore:
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The expression for Cbio is the same as under P limitation (A.8),
except that we now assume that there is exudation of DOP but not
of DON, i.e., exC = RC:P(DOP) (1-yP )VP Nprot :

Cbio =
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Using equations (A.8), (A.14), and Nbio = Nin , we calculate the
C:N, C:P, and N:P ratios of the organisms, which are then ﬁtted
against the Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) data.
To obtain an expression for Pmed , we set the time derivative
equal to 0 in Eq. (2):

Pmed = Pin −

VP Nprot
Vm,P
Nin
≈ Pin −
QP,i (1 + b + b d )d
d
0
1
1 − KP,i

(A.16)

Appendix B. Metropolis procedure
For parameter estimation in ocean plankton models, gradient
methods have often been used (Gregg et al., 2009), such as the adjoint method (Fennel et al., 2001; Spitz et al., 2001; Faugeras et al.,
2004) or the conjugate direction method (Fasham and Evans, 1995;
Fasham et al., 1999; Hemmings et al., 2003). One disadvantage
of gradient methods is that they tend to ﬁnd the nearest optimum, which is not necessarily the global optimum. Therefore, if a
global search method is computationally feasible for the optimization problem at hand, then a global search is preferable over a local search through a gradient method. Commonly used global optimization methods are random-walk Monte Carlo algorithms and
genetic algorithms (Athias et al., 20 0 0; Vallino, 20 0 0).
We use a random-walk Monte Carlo method termed the
“Metropolis algorithm” (Metropolis et al., 1953) that operates as
follows:
1) A ﬁrst guess is made for the parameter values using a priori
knowledge about the system. From this ﬁrst-guess parameter set, a new set of parameters is generated by random
changes with a ﬁxed standard deviation. Then, the model solution is calculated with this new parameter set.
2) For both the old and the new model solution, a sum-ofsquared differences is calculated with respect to the experimental data. The exponent of the difference between these
two sums-of-squares, scaled by the (assumed) uncertainty in
the data, is the likelihood ratio of the two parameter sets.
The new parameter set is adopted, if the likelihood ratio is
larger than a random number between 0 and 1.
3) The algorithm wanders around the parameter space by repeating steps 1) and 2). Once the parameter distributions
appear to have become stationary (usually after hundreds
of thousands of iterations called the ‘burn period’), a certain deﬁned fraction of the parameter sets are stored. After a
suﬃcient number of further iterations, means and standard
deviations are calculated from these stored parameter sets.
New parameter sets are sometimes adopted when the likelihood ratio is below 1, which means that the new parameter set
is somewhat worse than the old parameter set. During the burn
period, this helps avoid getting stuck in local parameter optima.
After the burn period, the algorithm focuses on the region around
the global optimum. At this point, the goal is to obtain viable posterior distributions for the parameters. Therefore, we need to wander around in such a way that the amount of time spent in each
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location of parameter space is proportional to the likelihood of this
set of parameters being correct. The way to do this is by ﬂipping
a coin that lands head with a probability equal to the likelihood
ratio, which is the same as comparing the likelihood ratio with a
random number from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1.
The Metropolis algorithm has previously been used to estimate
parameters for biogeochemical models (Dowd, 2005; Lignell et al.,
2013). In our view, one major advantage of the Metropolis algorithm is that it provides not only an estimate of the optimal parameter values, but also an estimate of the uncertainties in these
parameter values. Another key advantage is that the procedure
provides an effective safeguard against overﬁtting. If a model is not
parsimonious with respect to the data it needs to describe, then
the posterior parameter distributions become very broad and nonGaussian.
Appendix C. Gross photosynthesis estimate
The high exudation rates of N and P are likely associated with
a release also of C, as the C, N, and P are often part of the same
molecule. Furthermore, the high DON release under P limitation
requires the reduction of large amounts of NO3 − . Can photosynthesis at the light intensity used in the Elriﬁ and Turpin (1985) experiments (100 μE/(m2 s)) support such release?
To answer this question, we estimate the gross photosynthesis (PC ) at all dilution rates under N and P limitation by setting
Eq. (9) equal to 0 (making the assumption that the culture is at
steady state). Thus, we obtain:

PC = rC + exC + coDON + dCbio

(C.1)

This includes the impacts of respiration (rC ), exudation (exC ),
costs of NO3 − reduction for DON production (coDON ), and dilution
(dCbio ). In Fig. 5, the calculated gross photosynthesis is shown as a
function of the dilution rate. It is lowest at low growth rates under N limitation (0.02 mM C/hr) and highest at high growth rates
under P limitation (slightly over 0.2 mM C/hr). The Chl concentration at high growth rates under P limitation is about 0.4 mg
Chl/l (Elriﬁ and Turpin, 1985), which means that the highest inferred gross photosynthesis rate was slightly over 0.2/0.4 = 0.5 mol
C/(g Chl hr). Similar, and even higher, C ﬁxation rates have been
observed in cultures under 100 μE/(m2 s) (e.g., Platt et al., 1980;
Harding et al., 1982; Felcmanová et al., 2017). Note that the gross
photosynthesis is actually higher than these measured C ﬁxation
rates, which do not include respiration. These rates are also reasonable from a biochemical perspective. Most reported values for
the turnover number of Rubisco (kcat ) are in the range of 1–
4 mol C/(mol binding sites s) for both algae and (C3) land plants
(Seemann and Sharkey, 1986; Uemura et al., 1997; Zhu et al., 1998;
Sage, 2002; Parry et al., 2007; Kubien et al., 2008; Pérez et al.,
2011; Galmés et al., 2014; Hermida-Carrera et al., 2016; Orr et
al., 2016; Young et al., 2016; Atkinson et al., 2017). To convert
these kcat values into maximum C-ﬁxation rates, we multiply
them by 0.06 mmol binding sites/(g Chl), the amount of binding
sites per amount of Chl in Selenastrum minutum, as measured by
Elriﬁ et al. (1988). This gives 0.06–0.24 mmol C/(g Chl s) or (0.06–
0.24)∗ 10−3 × 3600=0.2–0.9 mol C/(g Chl hr), right around the predicted value of 0.5 mol C/(g Chl hr). Hence, two different lines of
empirical evidence suggest that our estimated rates of DOM production are not implausible.
Elriﬁ and Turpin (1986) also reported a photosynthesis rate of
0.151 mol C/(g Chl hr), measured at a growth rate of 0.3 per day
under N limitation and 100 μE/(m2 s) light. Our model predicts a
photosynthesis rate of just over 0.025 mM C/hr at a growth rate
of 0.3 per day under N limitation (see Fig. 5a). This corresponds to
0.025/(0.1 × 12.5) = 0.02 mol C/(mol C hr), given that the C:N ratio
is about 12.5 (Fig. 3e) and the N concentration is 0.1 mM. With
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Fig. 5. Calculated gross photosynthesis rate (mM C/hr) under N limitation (a) and
under P limitation (b).

~8 mol C/(g Chl) at this growth rate under N limitation (Fig. 4 in
Elriﬁ and Turpin, 1985), this corresponds to ~8 × 0.02 = ~0.16 mol
C/(g Chl hr), similar to the reported 0.151 mol C/(g Chl hr).
The parameter estimate indicates relatively low values for the
C:N ratio of the DON exuded under P limitation and the C:P ratio
of the DOP exuded under N limitation (3.1 ± 0.4 and 6.6 ± 0.9,
respectively) that may be due to the extreme N:P ratios of the input. However, we note that the C:N and C:P ratios of the exuded
material are relatively weakly constrained, since the mass budget
for C is not as strongly constrained as the mass budgets for N and
P. Therefore, we have performed sensitivity calculations. If we increase the C:N and C:P ratios of the exuded material up to the
Redﬁeld ratio (in accordance with Saad et al., 2016), the gross photosynthesis is still no higher than 1 mol C/(g Chl hr) at the highest
growth rates. This is well within the C ﬁxation range previously
measured at 100 μE/(m2 s) (Harding et al., 1982).
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